Abstract: A data-driven method for frequentist model averaging weight choice is developed for general likelihood models. We propose to estimate the weights which minimize an estimator of the mean squared error of a weighted estimator in a local misspecification framework. We find that in general there is not a unique set of such weights, meaning that predictions from multiple model averaging estimators might not be identical. This holds in both the univariate and multivariate case. However, we show that a unique set of empirical weights is obtained if the candidate models are appropriately restricted. In particular a suitable class of models are the so-called singleton models where each model only includes one parameter from the candidate set. This restriction results in a drastic reduction in the computational cost of model averaging weight selection relative to methods which include weights for all possible parameter subsets. We investigate the performance of our methods in both linear models and generalized linear models, and illustrate the methods in two empirical applications.
Introduction
We study a focused version of frequentist model averaging where the mean squared error plays a central role. Suppose we have a collection of models S ∈ S to estimate a population quantity µ, this is the focus, leading to a set of estimators {μ S : S ∈ S}. The focus can be vector-valued. In this paper we study properties of the weight choice for constructing a combined, weighted, or aggregated, estimatorμ
(1.1)
Focused model selection (FIC, Claeskens and Hjort (2003) ) assigns a single weight w S * = 1 to the estimator for which the estimated mean squared error (MSE) is the smallest amongst all considered models, MSE (μ S * ) = min S∈S MSE (μ S ), andŵ S = 0 for all other S ∈ S. Due to the estimation of the MSE (the true model is unknown, hence unavailable for use in MSE computations), the collection of weightsŵ S is random. Similar random selection results from using any other information criterion such as the Akaike information criterion (AIC, Akaike (1973) ), the Bayesian information criterion (BIC, Schwarz (1978) ) and Mallows' C p (Mallows (1973) ).
Small fluctuations in the data may cause the weights indicating the single best model to change from one to zero and vice versa. For this reason model averaging with weights outside the values {0, 1} are considered as a more stable compromise. This paper concentrates on frequentist model averaging in a likelihood setting. For an overview of model averaging in a Bayesian framework see Hoeting et al. (1999) .
Weight selection methods for regression models estimated via least squares include the Mallows' criterion for determining the weights to be used in model averaging for nested models (Hansen (2007) ) and its extension to non-nested models (Wan, Zhang, and Zou (2010) ). Hansen and Racine (2012) defined a jackknife model averaging estimator for heteroskedastic errors and showed the optimality of that model averaged estimator. Model averaging in econometrics is often used for improving forecast accuracy (Bates and Granger (1969) ; Granger and Ramanathan (1984) ; Hansen (2008) ). For a further literature overview, see Cheng and Hansen (2015) . Liang et al. (2011) proposed to select the weights such that the estimated MSE of the weighted estimatorμ w is minimal. In that paper, their 'optimal' set of weights for frequentist model-averaged estimators is, however, restricted to a specific ad hoc parametric form. They used their method for least squares estimation only, but explain that it could be extended to maximum likelihood estimation. For linear regression models with heteroscedastic errors Liu (2015) proposed a model averaging estimator in a local asymptotic framework and derived the asymptotic distribution of the so-called plug-in averaging estimator based on the asymptotic mean squared error expression. Multinomial regression was considered by Wan, Zhang, and Wang (2013) by minimizing a plug-in estimator of the asymptotic mean squared error for defining the weights.
In this paper we consider estimators obtained by maximum likelihood estimation in general. First, we propose an estimator of the mean squared error of µ w under local misspecification, replacing the unknown localizing parameters by their plug-in estimators. We then propose selecting the weights that minimize this estimator of the MSE. This method can be considered as an extension of Liu (2015) to likelihood models. We also extend the approach of Liang et al. (2011) as we do not restrict the empirical weights to have a certain parametric form nor to lie in the unit simplex, although we impose that the sum of weights is equal to one as is necessary for consistency of the model averaging estimator ). In absence of imposing inequality restrictions, unlike other weight selection methods, no quadratic programming or nonlinear optimization is required. When the aim of the model averaging is to improve estimation efficiency as compared to using a single models estimator, the interpretation of the separate weights is not of direct interest. By not restricting the weights to be between zero and one, more flexibility is allowed in the construction of the weighted estimator, and thus there is the possibility for reduced MSE.
A second part of this paper entails a study of the set of models S for which we can assign unique weights to the corresponding estimators. Perhaps surprisingly, it turns out that most of the studied weight selection methods result in a non-unique set of weights. This can be problematic when interpreting the weight values. We show that there are multiple weight vectors that yield equal model average predictions in linear regression using different sets of models. It is therefore sufficient to restrict attention to a subset of such models for which we can construct a unique MSE-minimizing weight vector. It turns out that one convenient choice is the class of singleton models, dramatically reducing the number of models to estimate. For example, if there are q candidate parameters for inclusion, then there are 2 q models consisting of all possible subsets of q parameters, but only q + 1 singleton models (the baseline or narrow model which fixes all q parameters and the q models which each include only a single parameter) that suffice for model averaging.
Section 2 introduces notation, defines the local asymptotic framework and the asymptotic mean squared error. Estimators for the MSE are constructed and discussed in Section 3. Section 4 contains an extension of the weight selection method for vector-valued focuses. Simulations and data examples are given in Sections 5 and 6. Section 7 concludes.
Notation and Setting
Consider a likelihood regression model where it is uncertain which regression variables should best be included for the estimation of a population quantity µ. Different 'configurations' of covariates lead to define different models. A local misspecification setting avoids making the strong assumption that the true model is contained in the set of considered models. Take {Y i ; i = 1, . . . , n} independent with the ith density f n (y;
, where the p-vector θ is included in every model and is not subject to selection. Components of the qvector γ may or may not be relevant, these are subject to variable selection. The vectors θ and γ are non-overlapping. The true values of the parameter vector (θ, γ) are (θ 0 , γ 0 + δ/ √ n) under the local misspecification setting, and (θ 0 , γ 0 ) under a narrow model where the vector γ 0 is completely specified and known. For example, when γ represents regression coefficients, typically γ 0 = 0 in the narrow model, the smallest model one is willing to consider, indicating absence of the extra regression coefficients. The full model includes all q components of γ, other models are indexed by a set S ⊂ {1, . . . , q}. The narrow model corresponds to S = ∅. Since our method of finding weights is based on minimizing a mean squared error expression, see also Liang et al. (2011) , this setting is justified since it balances the squared bias and the variance of the estimators in order for the mean squared error to be computable. Indeed, when not working under local misspecification, for a fixed true model not contained in the set of studied models asymptotically the bias would dominate, pointing toward always working with the most complicated model (Claeskens and Hjort (2008) ).
In a regression setting the response values are typically not identically distributed due to the presence of the covariate vector x i . We define the score vector, the vector of first derivatives of the log-likelihood,
and let the Fisher information matrix
be partitioned according to p and q, the lengths of θ and γ, as
We assume that J n converges to an invertible matrix J when n → ∞. Submatrices of J and J −1 are defined as above, though without using the subscript n.
The purpose of the model averaging procedure is to estimate a population focus µ = µ (θ, γ) . Examples include a prediction of the response given covariate values (a forecast), a quantile of the response distribution, as well as a single coefficient of interest. Working with a population focus is more general than the commonly studied averaging of the regression coefficients. We assume that the first derivatives of µ with respect to θ and γ exist in a neighborhood of (θ 0 , γ 0 ).
Maximum likelihood estimation is used in each submodel indexed by S. Under classical assumptions, each such submodel estimator of (θ, γ), and hence of the focus µ, has an asymptotically normal distribution with both the mean and the variance specific to the used model. Let µ S = µ( θ S , γ S ). Following the notation of Claeskens and Hjort (2008) , it holds that 00 ∂µ/∂θ − ∂µ/∂γ, D ∼ N q (δ, Q) with Q = J 11 . Further, define a |S| × q projection matrix π S that selects those rows with an index belonging to S and let
. We denote by I q an identity matrix of dimension q × q. By adding the squared bias and the variance, the asymptotic distribution in (2.1) implies that the mean squared error (MSE) of a single estimator µ S converges to
While selecting a model based on the estimator's estimated MSE value is the idea underlying the focused information criterion ), we here consider the choice of the weights via the mean squared error, similar as Liu (2015) and Liang et al. (2011) , though for general likelihood estimation and a general choice of weights summing to one.
Estimation of the Mean Squared Error

Weight choice via minimum mean squared error
Rather than working with the estimator in a single model, we consider a finite set of M different models, this number not depending on the sample size. A weight is assigned to the estimator in each of the considered models to reach the model averaged estimator µ w in (1.1).
Some common possibilities of sets of models to average over are (i) all possible subsets, these are M = 2 q models, with q the length of the parameter vector γ; this is currently the most common construction for model averaging. (ii) A sequence of 'nested' models. Here one starts with a model with a single variable, then adds a second one, etc. Thus
. . , q}. When including also the narrow model, containing only θ and none of the components of γ, this leads to M = q + 1 models that depend on the order of inclusion of the variables. (iii) A collection of 'singleton' models. For singleton models, we only allow one variable γ j to be present in the model, in addition to θ, implying that S j = {j}. A major advantage is that only simple models need to be fit. Such a collection consists of M = q + 1 models when the narrow model is included.
When considering a non-random set of weights in Hjort and Claeskens (2003) ) for the weighted estimator it holds that
from which, by (2.2), the limiting mean squared error is found to be MSE( µ w ) = τ 2 0 + R(δ), where
It is convenient to rewrite (3.1) as a quadratic function of the weights, R(δ) = w t F (δ)w, where the (j, k)th entry of F = F (δ) is defined by (with j, k = 1, . . . , M )
The theoretical weights that minimize the MSE are
In practice, the MSE needs to be estimated in order to estimate the optimal weights.
Estimating the MSE and uniqueness of the weights
While almost all quantities in the MSE can be estimated by inserting consistent estimators for unknowns formed by plugging in estimators for (θ, γ) and using empirical Fisher information matrices, the situation is different for δ.
, we cannot achieve the same accuracy as for the other estimators. To not overload the notation, we focus here on the estimation of δ, and leave the other quantities as they are, assumed to be known. However, all unknown quantities are consistently estimated for practical use.
Using the above defined unbiased estimator δ results in estimating the MSE by MSE( µ w ) = τ 2 0 + w t F w where the M × M matrix F = F (δ), see (3.2). The minimum MSE weights are defined by w mse = argmin w∈H w t F w.
The estimated weights are unique if and only if the matrix F is positive definite. By using (3.2) we can rewrite F = f f t + Q where the M × 1 vector f has jth element equal to ν t (I q − Q 0
Thus a sufficient condition for F (and F as well) to be positive definite is that Q be positive definite. Lemma 1 presents a sufficient condition for this occurrence. All proofs are contained in the Appendix. Under the conditions of Lemma 1, the theoretical optimal weights that minimize (3.3) are unique and can be written as
; this is a well-known result for minimizing quadratic forms. The vector 1 M denotes a vector of all ones of length M . Our proposed model averaging weights are the values that minimize the MSE estimator MSE( µ w ). Given the conditions of Lemma 1, also these weights are unique and can be written as
We call these the minimum MSE weights (mMSE). Since Q has rank q, at most q linearly independent components Q 0 S j can be constructed, meaning that the rank of Q (and hence of F ) is bounded by q. Together with the narrow model (the 'null' component), this means that the maximum number of models M needed to create a unique set of weights is q + 1. This can be achieved by considering the class of nested models, or the class of singleton models. Each class has M = q + 1 models and an estimate F which is positive definite with rank equal to q + 1, resulting in a unique set of weights.
Note that several more situations lead to unique weights. For example, with q = 7, one model may contain the variables (γ 1 , γ 2 ), a second model γ 3 , and a third model (γ 4 , . . . , γ 7 ). Here Lemma 1 guarantees uniqueness of the selected mMSE weights. Section 3.3 works out uniqueness properties of the predictions in the case of linear regression models. Another conclusion of Lemma 1 is that we cannot find unique 'optimal' weights for the case of averaging over all 2 q subsets without considering more assumptions (Dostal (2009)) . This may open a discussion about averaging over a set of not more than q+1 submodels only for which there are linearly independent Q 0 S matrices and for which we can find unique optimal weights versus the current common practice of averaging over all subsets resulting in a set of non-unique weights.
Remark 1. The above uniqueness property is tied to the estimation of δ. Alternatively, if we use δ δ t − Q in (3.3) as an unbiased estimator of δδ t then, after removing some terms independent of the weight vector w,
The matrix P can be rewritten as a product a a t where the M -vector a has jth componentδ t (I q −Q 0
Obviously, P is positive semi-definite only, having rank one. An important consequence is that there is no unique solution for the weights, regardless of which models are averaged over. Nonetheless, we can find weights by using either generalized inverse matrices or by means of quadratic programming. With P − denoting such a (non-unique) generalized inverse of P , the (non-unique) weight is
Adding such constraints as having all weights positive and not larger than 1 is not a guarantee to get unique weights when P is not positive definite (Propositions 2-10 and 2-20 Dostal (2009); Harville (2000)).
The mMSE weighted estimator with random, data-driven weights, as in (3.4), has different statistical properties as when using the unreachable theoretically optimal weights (3.3). Theorem 1 shows the limiting behavior of both the weights and of the mMSE weighted estimator.
It is straightforward to show that the estimator F = F ( δ) of F in (3.2) converges, for n tending to infinity, in distribution to F * of which the (j, k)th
While the explicit form of the weights in (3.4) is useful for direct computation, it hints at a complicated limiting distribution.
Theorem 1.
Assume that F and F * are invertible. Let w mse = argmin w∈H w t F w
Since the weights w * are random, the limiting distribution is not Gaussian, despite every Λ S j being Gaussian. For deterministic weights the limiting distribution is normal.
The randomness of the weights complicates inference for the model averaged estimator and, as a special case, also for the estimator post-selection when the uncertainty involved with the selection is taken into account. For more information about post-selection inference, see, e.g., Pötscher (1991) , Kabaila (1995) , Claeskens and Hjort (2003) and Danilov and Magnus (2004) .
Uniqueness of predictions in linear regression models
While uniqueness of the weights is important, we investigate the uniqueness of the weighted predictions when different sets of models {S 1 , . . . , S M } are used to construct the weights. This discussion is restricted to linear models only.
In this subsection we consider the normal linear regression models Y = Xθ + Zγ + ε. The intercept is always present and is included in the vector θ that may also include coefficients of other fixed covariates, resulting in a design matrix X. In addition, there are q potential covariates z 1 , . . . , z q which are collected in the design matrix Z with corresponding coefficients γ. Take the ideal situation that σ 2 = var(ε) is known to simplify the notation and calculations; this assumption is not necessary since we can include σ 2 in the vector θ and add one row and column to the Fisher information matrix J n . For a linear model, the empirical Fisher information matrix is
) .
The focus is on model-averaged prediction. We estimate the mean of Y at a given covariate vector (x, z), denoted by µ(x, z) = x t θ+z t γ with γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ q ) t . We find minimal MSE weights for this purpose.
In Theorem 2 we show that model averaged predictions with mMSE weights for singleton and nested models result in identical predictions. We can best explain this phenomenon via the selection matrices.
where each row represents a model such that elements equal to 1 correspond to auxiliary variables present in the model.
For example, the selection matrices for a set of singleton (ζ s ) and nested (ζ n ) models for q = 3 can be written as
To facilitate the proof, we orthogonalize the design matrix X = (X, Z) so that the matrix Q = J 11 is diagonal. There is no loss of generality as, by the QR decomposition, for any matrix X , there is an orthonormal matrix A and upper triangular matrix R for which X = AR. The matrix R is the transformation matrix which can be used to convert X to the orthonormal matrix A. If one uses the original matrix X and the estimated weights w mse via the proposed mMSE method, and calculates the prediction value for the new observation X new resulting in µ new , or uses the orthonormal matrix A as the design matrix, uses the mMSE estimator of the weights w A mse , and calculates the prediction µ A new for the X new R −1 , then the prediction values are equal, µ A new = µ new . This means that for prediction purposes, the orthogonalized version of X and the original X give the same results.
For any such diagonal matrix Q it follows that γ S = π t S γ full . This means that the estimators of γ j in the full model and in each considered model that contains γ j are identical. Thus in particular, γ j in the nested model is identical to γ j in the singleton models (for all j = 1, . . . , q). In the case of a diagonal matrix Q, it is readily obtained that having linearly independent rows in a selection matrix ζ is equivalent to having linearly independent matrices Q 0 S j , where the sets S j are induced by the rows of ζ. Hence, finding models that satisfy the assumption of Lemma 1 is aided via the selection matrices.
The estimated weights for estimation of the value µ(x, z) are obtained via mMSE in (3.4). Consider the weighted prediction at a value (x, z) using a sequence of nested models with mMSE nested weights w nest . Since the weights sum to 1,
Next consider the weighted prediction at the same value (x, z) in the set of singleton models with mMSE singleton weightsŵ sing ,
In Theorem 2 we prove the equality of the mMSE averaged prediction values for singleton models and nested models when we use all q covariates.
Theorem 2. Let p ≥ 1 and q ≥ 2. When using mMSE weights (3.4) for averaging predictions in linear regression models with least squares estimation, the weighted predictions are equal for averaging over singleton models and for averaging over nested models, µ sing w = µ nest w . Our calculations have illustrated that the result holds true more generally, the prediction values are equal for all sets of models that have the same number of linearly independent rows in the selection matrix and that use the same covariates to construct the models. The proof of such cases proceeds along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.
Another nice property of our method has appeared in the simulations for linear models. It turns out that the mMSE weighted predictions for the set of models for which the corresponding matrices Q 0 S form a basis of the matrix space of that dimension, are precisely the same as the mMSE weighted predictions formed by using these models and some extra ones. Hence, no information is lost when restricting to such a subset of models. Consequently, there is no need to consider all possible models anymore and the weight choice by mMSE can be considered as a screening method for which we do not lose any information regarding prediction. This suggests a simplification in the choice of models used for model averaging. This result allows a drastic simplification of the computational aspects. Indeed, one need not consider all 2 q submodels for model averaging, only q singleton models suffice and they yield for linear models identical predictions when the mMSE weights are used. Also determining the order of the variables in nested models becomes irrelevant with this choice of weights.
When the number of models is more than q + 1, the matrix F is not positive definite, yet we get the same weighted prediction values for averaging over singleton models and over all possible models. This remarkable fact is explained by finding the weights via a quadratic programming application that searches the minimum of the estimated MSE. Since the matrix F is positive semi-definite when using all possible submodels, the solution for the weights is not unique but all solutions are global ones (Antoniou and Lu (2007, Chap. 13) ), thus yielding the same prediction values for singleton models and for all possible subset models.
Weight Choice for Multiple Focuses
Here we consider a vector-valued focus. This is useful for example when considering predictions at more than one position or when considering a vector of regression coefficients for model averaged estimation.
Let
00 ∂⃗ µ/∂θ is a r × r matrix and ν = (ν 1 , . . . , ν r ) is q × r with ν i = J 10 J −1
where
, and D and δ are as before. Here the MSE of ⃗ µ S is defined as a matrix
with diagonal elements the MSE of the individual focus component estimators. Similarly,
The r × r MSE matrix can be written as
As in the univariate case, all unknowns have consistent estimators except for δ. An additional issue with the multiple focuses case is deciding on the criterion for which we optimize the weight choice. Since the MSE is a matrix we consider both minimizing the trace and the determinant.
Minimizing the trace of the MSE matrix
The trace of the MSE matrix is the expected squared error loss function E[∥ ⃗ µ w −⃗ µ true ∥ 2 ], the summation of the MSE values for the individual, univariate, focuses. Then
where F is a M × M matrix similar to the matrix F in (3.2) with (i, j)th entry
The optimal weights in (4.2) can be found as
If the unbiased estimator of δ, δ = √ n( γ − γ 0 ) is plugged in to (4.3) using R( δ) and F , minimizing the trace of the MSE matrix leads to
This results in a unique weight vector under the assumptions of Lemma 1. Also, Theorem 1 can be stated for a multivariate focus. The motivation for not using the unbiased estimator of δδ t , δ δ t − Q, is as in the univariate case. Indeed, in that case the weight would equal argmin w∈H {w t P w + 2wT }, where P and T are similar to P and T in the univariate case, with
Q −1 )ν, yields that rank(P ) ≤ min(r, q, M ). In order to have unique weights, a necessary assumption is rank(P ) = min(r, q, M ) = M which is true when ν is a full rank matrix and M ≤ min(r, q). The necessary assumptions for the unicity of weights by using an unbiased estimator of δδ t are more restrictive than the necessary assumptions for the unbiased estimation of δ. Moreover, the simulation results show that the biased estimator of the MSE performs better than the unbiased estimator with respect to out-of-sample mean squared prediction error.
Minimizing the determinant of the MSE matrix
The trace of the MSE matrix ignores the information stored in the offdiagonal elements. To use it, we consider the parallelepiped generated by the MSE column vectors, a geometric representation of the MSE matrix. For example, Figure 1 draws the parallelepiped produced by the three columns c 1 = (1, 1, 0), c 2 = (1, 1, 3) and c 3 = (1, 3, 1) of a matrix A.
In Section 4.1., the weights were found by minimizing the trace of the MSE matrix which results in a parallelepiped with minimum sum of squares of the axes. In this section we assign weights to each model in such a way that the volume of the parallelepiped is minimized, equivalent to minimizing the determinant of the MSE matrix. The D-optimality criterion of experimental design studies seeks designs that minimize the covariance matrix of the parameter estimators (Atkinson, Denov, and Tobias (2007) ). However, with the presence of δ, the estimators in our case are not unbiased, which motivates the use of the MSE matrix instead of the covariance matrix.
Our aim is to minimize the determinant of the MSE matrix in (4.1), hence
It should be noted that this is a nonlinear optimization problem with a linear constraint for the weights and the results are no longer unique. The simulation results in the next section show that the proposed method performs well in comparison with other methods.
Remark 2. The necessary assumption for starting the optimization in (4.5) is that the MSE matrix is non-singular with a non-zero determinant. In (4.1), R(δ) plays the crucial role, since τ 2 0 is zero when p = 0. If ν t is a matrix with full column rank q, then the rank of the MSE matrix is equal to the rank of the middle part, B, of R(δ) = ν t Bν. In singleton models B is positive definite (rank=q) if all the weights are nonzero (starting values for optimization); moreover, the length of the focus vector cannot be more than q, else the MSE matrix is positive semi-definite, hence singular.
Simulation Studies
In this section, we consider linear models and generalized linear models. Since almost all previous studies insisted on linear regression, we first compare our method with other methods in this setting. Then, we present the results for generalized linear models and compare the proposed method with some other methods of model averaging.
Linear models
We investigate the finite sample performance of the minimum MSE estimator (mMSE) and compare the results with other methods of averaging, in particular by the plug-in estimator (Liu (2015) ), the so-called optimal estimator (OPT, Liang et al. (2011) ), Mallows model averaging (MMA, Hansen (2007) ) and jackknife model averaging (JMA, Hansen and Racine (2012) ). All of these methods are defined for averaging over all possible submodels. While the mMSE method is also applicable to using all submodels, we insist on unique weights (unique prediction) which entails using row linearly independent selection matrix models. By Theorem 2 and its discussion, we present the results only for singleton models for the mMSE weight choice method. Some methods such as the OPT estimator do not result in unique weights even for the singleton models because of using nonlinear optimization for constructing the weights. In Setting 1.2, averaging over singleton models and all possible models for different methods is compared.
General settings for the simulations in this section are summarized here. The data were generated from a finite order regression model of the form
We set p = 3, q = 8, x 1i = 1 as an intercept and (
The covariance matrix ν for the regressors contains a diagonal equal to 1 with off-diagonal entries ρ. The error term e i was standard normal and independent of the regressors. We generated n + 1 observations from this model, the last observation acting as an out-of-sample value.
Setting 1. This setting compares different methods of model averaging for singleton models in different settings. The plug-in method is for linear models theoretically the same as the proposed method but with different assumptions for the weights (the weights are positive and sum to 1) and the implementation is based on least squares theory which causes some differences in the results. For that method the prediction values are unique, but not the weights since those authors used semi-definite quadratic programming for minimizing the MSE of the focus parameter, resulting in global minimizer weights that are not unique. Hence, if the goal is finding the most influential covariate or model, there is no unique answer given by those methods. Three scenarios were considered, The effect of the importance of the δ values relative to θ is controlled by the constant c which varied in the set {0.5, 1, 2}. In Scenarios 1.2 and 1.3, the effect of true zero coefficients in the true model is studied. The sample sizes varied in {50, 100, 200, 500, 800, 1,500} and the off-diagonal value ρ of ν varied in {0, 0.25, 0.5, 075}. All Monte-Carlo simulations were repeated 2,000 times and the numbers in Tables 1−3 are the mean squared prediction errors (MSPE) for the out-of-sample value (the n + 1st value that is not used in the estimation nor weight determination) over the simulation runs. It is observed that the mMSE works better than the other methods for moderate and high values of c (Tables 2 and 3 ) in all scenarios. For small c (Table  1) , in Scenarios 1.1 and 1.2 when the collinearity amongst the covariates is small (ρ = 0 and 0.25), the mMSE has the best performance, whereas higher collinearity cause better performance of the plug-in method but with small differences with mMSE. In Scenario 3, the plug-in method works well for low and moderate collinearity while MMA and JMA outperform for high collinearity. For high values of c, the difference between the proposed method and other methods is remarkable, even with the plug-in method which is the theoretically closest method to the mMSE, the difference arising from the fewer restrictions for the weights in the mMSE. If we remove this additional constraint for the weights for the plug-in method, it performs similarly to mMSE in linear regression. Explicitly allowing for heteroscedasticity in order to improve prediction accuracy, the plug-in method of Liu (2015) results in different estimated Fisher information matrices as compared to mMSE, explaining the slightly different results between the two methods. Tables 1−3 reveal the stability of the mMSE values for different choices of c and n for the three scenarios, whereas other methods are sensitive to the particular setting.
To investigate potential information loss by other methods when using singleton models as compared to all subsets, we ran a simulation with all possible models for Scenario 1.2 with c = 1. To ease the comparison, the mMSE method is also shown in Table 4 . This simulation using all subsets took around 45 hours on a supercomputer. As Table 4 shows, all competing methods improved significantly by using all possible models, especially the OPT method which performs the best in all settings. The plug-in method with the additional constraint for the weights to belong to [0, 1] using all available models performs equally well as mMSE with singleton models. An important drawback, however, is that the computational intensity grows exponentially by adding extra auxiliary covariates; adding one covariate doubles the number of models. The mMSE performance for singleton model averaging is almost as good as all subsets model averaging for other methods, and Table 4 shows that except for the smallest sample size the difference is in most cases negligible. Table 5 gives the computation time in seconds, using the same computer, for the OPT and mMSE method for the average time over five runs in the simulation when ρ = 0.5. The other values of ρ give similar computation times. With practically the same accuracy as OPT, mMSE benefits from a much shorter computation time, regardless of the sample size.
Generalized linear models: Poisson regression
Here we explore the performance of the mMSE method in Poisson regression by using five out-of-sample observations of which we estimate the mean. Table 5 . Simulation time in seconds for the average time over five repetitions of the simulation for ρ = 0.5 in Table 4 . n method 50 100 500 1,000 OPT 1.87 2.63 17.04 60.21 mMSE 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0, 4, 0, 0) t . The considered sample sizes were {50, 100, 200, 500, 1,000}. All Monte Carlo simulations were based on 2,000 replications. The multivariate focus had length five, fixed for each setting, and was generated randomly for each setting; the focus was the same for all n sim = 2,000 simulation runs in each setting. Each method was evaluated based on the empirical mean squared error matrix of di-
In this simulation, we estimated the weight vector w by minimizing separately the trace and the determinant of the MSE matrix. In order to distinguish the multivariate mMSE methods, we used mtrMSE and mdetMSE. Although, by minimizing the trace of the MSE matrix, we lose some precision in comparison with estimating a separate weight vector for each out-of-sample value, the comparison with other methods that estimate one weight vector for all test data is fairer; moreover, the computations were faster in the multivariate case than when performing separate univariate optimizations. Table 6 reports the ratios of the trace of the empirical MSE matrix for the mtrMSE method divided by those for each other method. For the weight choice minimizing the determinant we report the ratio of the generalized standard deviations {det(M SE)} 1/5 of the empirical MSE matrix over the simulation runs when using the weight choice by mdetMSE and that resulting by the other methods; if the number is bigger than 1, that other method performs better than the proposed method mMSE, and vice versa.
For singleton models, the AIC and BIC values are identical (the penalty does not have an effect in singleton models), hence, we show the results for AIC, SAIC and the mMSE methods. The AIC selects a single model, assigns weight 1 to that model and weight zero to all other models. The smoothed AIC, SAIC, gives weights proportional to the value of the AIC, the better the AIC value, the larger the weight. All weights in SAIC were rescaled to be in the interval [0, 1] . Table 6 shows that in almost all settings and scenarios the mtrMSE method performs well, in some cases ten times better than other methods. The averaging method, SAIC, works better than AIC. In two settings, the SAIC method outperforms the mtrMSE method slightly, while in most of the other settings the mtrMSE method performs at least two times better than the other averaging method. In all settings, the mdetMSE method results in a relative low determinant value in comparison with the AIC and SAIC methods. The AIC and SAIC methods always perform worse than mdetMSE, while SAIC performs relatively better than the AIC selection method.
Data Analysis
Growth model, linear regression
We employed the proposed method of model averaging in a dataset used in several studies, including Liu (2015) and Magnus, Powell, and Prufer (2010) . The economic growth measured as the gross domestic product per capita (GDPc), is modeled as a function of several covariates. A rise in GDP per capita shows growth in the economy and usually results in an increase in productivity. In the dataset there are 74 observations for average growth rate of GDP per capita between 1960 and 1996.
We compared the application of mMSE by the frequentist model averaging approach of Liu (2015) . We adopted the model setup A in their study and fit a linear model as
with the same fixed regressors (X), a constant for the intercept, GDP60 which is the logarithm of the GPD in 1960, 'equipinv' the investment part of the GDP Table 6 . Simulation study. Top part of the table: ratio of the trace of the empirical MSE matrix for the mtrMSE method to the trace of the empirical MSE matrices resulting from the AIC and SAIC methods. Lower part of the table: ratio of the generalized standard deviation, that is, the determinant of the empirical MSE matrix over all simulation runs for the mdetMSE method to the determinant corresponding to the AIC and SAIC methods, raised to the power 1/5. 1960-1985, 'school60 ' primary school enrollment rate in the year 1960, 'life60' the life expectancy at birth in 1960 and 'dpop' the population growth between 1960 and 1990. As potential regressors (Z) we took 'law' referred to as a rule of a law index, 'tropics' the fraction of tropical area of the country, 'avelf' which is an average index of ethnolinguistic fragmentation and 'confuc', the fraction of Confucian population. For more details see Magnus, Powell, and Prufer (2010) . Liu (2015) performed model averaging for all possible submodels and presented the estimated coefficients and weights for each model for the plug-in method and other methods of averaging, including OPT, MMA, and JMA. Those estimated coefficients and weights are not unique and one can find another estimate for the coefficients by changing the optimization routine. Table 7 presents two such sets of estimators by changing the optimization method (using fmincon instead of quadprog in Matlab, or changing the starting point). For the plugin method we observed a large difference for the estimate of 'dpop'. The JMA estimates did not change that much, while MMA resulted in different estimates for 'dpop' and for the four potential z-variables. The method OPT showed the largest changes in values for nearly all of the variables, except for 'life60' and 'avelf'. Liu (2015) used GDP60 as a focus, while here the goal was estimation of the coefficients for all regressors. We used the results on a multivariate focus of Section 4 defining µ t = (θ t , γ t ) t , the full parameter vector, and we minimized the trace and next the determinant of the MSE matrix for this focus vector. Singleton models were used to ensure a unique solution for the trace method; for the determinant method the weights are not unique. Table 8 gives the estimated weighted coefficients when averaging over singleton models.
As Table 8 illustrates, some of the coefficients were estimated to be equal to zero. This is not surprising since this indicates that those variables are not correlated with growth per capita (see Magnus, Powell, and Prufer (2010) ). The sign of 'dpop' that is found for the plug-in and mtrMSE methods is in line with Solow's model, see Solow (1956) and Durlauf, Kourtellos, and Tan (2008) . The results for the mdetMSE method are close to those of the OPT method.
We further used 10-fold cross-validation and calculated the mean of the average squared prediction error (ASPE) for both averaging over singleton models and over all possible submodels. The chosen focuses are now the out-of-sample mean values. Table 9 reports the relative out-of-sample prediction errors. Entries larger than one indicate an inferior performance of that method relative to mtrMSE method. It should be noted that the focuses are out-of-sample observations not the coefficients. While all methods perform close to the mtrMSE method, especially using all subsets, the mtrMSE weight choice method outperforms all others. 
The automobile dataset, Gamma regression
Insurance companies wish to predict the losses that a car incurs based on its characteristics. The automobile dataset contains the normalized losses in use as compared to other cars. This dataset was obtained from the Machine Learning Repository at UCI (Bache and Lichman (2013)). There are 14 variables that can be used to model the losses. A description of all the variables is presented in Table 12 in the Appendix.
The response variable is 'nloss', positive and skewed to the right, motivating one to use gamma regression with a logistic link function. Out of 205 observations, we used the subset of 160 observations with no missing records. None of the variables was forced to be in a model. As a focus we took the vector of the regression coefficients. In this multivariate setting we minimized the trace of the estimated MSE matrix to determine the weights. Table 10 presents the estimated coefficients for smoothed AIC and mMSE for singleton models, the corresponding weight for the singleton model is given between parentheses. The estimated coefficients are different even in the sign of each covariate. The highest weight is related to the biggest coefficient, width. This variable has been selected by the AIC method as the best model in singleton models.
Because of the large differences between SAIC and mMSE averaging methods in estimated coefficients, we assessed these methods by 5-fold crossvalidation. Four parts of the data set were used as training data and one part as a test data set. This procedure was repeated five times to consider each part in turn as a training data set. The focus vector was the expected response for the covariates included in the test data, µ = exp(zγ). We estimated the mean of the response in gamma regression with a logistic link function and calculated the average squared prediction error (ASPE) for the test data sets, Table 11 shows the relative risk of AIC, BIC, smooth AIC, and smooth BIC as compared to that of mMSE for weight selection. The average squared prediction error of the mMSE method in singleton models was divided by each other method's ASPE value. We calculated the crossvalidation results for singleton models with the mMSE method, but for other methods both the singleton models and all possible submodels were fitted. It can be seen that the mMSE method performs best in singleton models. The SAIC performs worse than the AIC resulting in some of the coefficients being weakly estimated. For singleton models there is no difference between AIC and BIC. The results for all possible submodels show that the singleton model averaging by the mMSE method performs comparable, and even better for SBIC to an all subsets averaging. The mMSE method here uses only 14 models instead of 2 14 for the other methods. This small difference in performance often does not outweigh the increased computational cost.
Discussion
Minimum mean squared error weight choice is studied in a general setup, not restricting to linear normal models and not restricting the weights to belong to certain parametric classes. The broadness of the model scope avoids a case by case treatment for model averaging. All likelihood-based models can be averaged in this way. Existing studies of the mean squared error expression under local misspecification in settings such as generalized additive partially linear models ), Cox proportional hazard models (Hjort and Claeskens (2006) ), and for quantile regression (Behl, Claeskens and Dette (2014) ) open the way to construct similar extensions of the proposed mMSE weight choice method to those settings.
To the best of our knowledge we have not found other work dealing with the issue of non-unique estimators. Our work in linear models shows that even though the weights might not be unique, there are occasions where the predictions using mMSE weights are unique. This is a welcome relief when considering high-dimensional models. A reduction to singleton models, resulting in the same predictions as when using all subsets may be an interesting alternative to screening methods that first try to reduce the set of potential variables and then perform averaging. This topic is currently under investigation.
An interesting extension is the investigation of the limiting distribution for inference on the weighted estimator and on the post-selection estimator. The explicit form of the estimator for the mMSE method may aid the construction of confidence intervals and tests. This research is beyond the scope of this paper and deserves further attention.
Appendix. Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. For all x ∈ R M \ 0 M ,
The last inequality results from the fact that Q −1 is a positive definite matrix. By the linear independence assumption for the Q 0
Also, νν t is positive semi-definite. This proves the Lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) To connect with the notation of Theorem 2.7 of Kim and Pollard (1990) , take Z n (w) = w t F w and let t n = w mse , then since w t F w → d w t F * w and w mse = O p (1), we have that Z n (t n ) ≤ inf w Z n (w) + a n for random variables a n of order o p (1). Hence all conditions of that theorem hold and we may conclude that w mse → d w * . (ii) is proven by the joint convergence of w j and µ j (j = 1, . . . , M ).
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we present the proof for Q = I q , p = 1, and σ = 1; it can be generalized, but with more calculations. We consider sets of singleton models and of nested models and denote the matrix F for nested and singleton models by F nest and F sing , respectively. Moreover, we use the exact values for ν and δ instead of their estimation for the ease of presentation.
First, consider nested models with partitioned matrices ) ,
∑ q l=1 z k z l δ k δ l for i = 1, . . ., q − 1, U nest,q = 0 and W nest is a symmetric matrix with entries We follow Harville (2000, Thm. 8.5.11) 
